A breezy collection of stories, fables, caselets and first-person accounts of the amazing experiences
of individuals and organizations aspiring to create a diverse and inclusive workplace!
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Our embracing of D&I principles truly determines how we live and work
meaningfully—in this delightful collection of stories, anecdotes and life
situations. Dr Rajesh drives this message home emphatically.
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Diversity is a business imperative; inclusion, a behaviour, an attitude.
This distinction is brought through beautifully in The 99 Day Diversity

Challenge by Dr Saundarya. A must-read for all D&I enthusiasts!
Chaitanya N. Sreenivas
VP HR and HR Head India South Asia, IBM

Organizations which practise the concept of diversity and inclusion are
more creative and adaptable. They usually live longer and beat others
diversity and inclusion provide the right platform to foster happy,
diversity and inclusion along with spearheading the work for providing

The
99 Day Diversity Challenge. Having walked the talk, there is no better
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-

standing on the slim row boats, gently rowing towards the centre where
his old gardener, in conversation with the cook. Moti was plucking
tender coconuts from the trees that lined the garden.

decades ago. How time has changed! He realized that while he was a
celebrated CEO whose interviews were featured as cover stories of
every popular business magazine, he would always be his father’s boy.
Dad’s guidance and many pieces of advice had always kept him in good
stead. Having lost his mother at an early age, Bharat had been raised by
his father single-handedly. ‘I was never a rebel teenager,’ thought Bharat
to himself with a smile. He remembered that he was scheduled to have
a video-chat with his father that night. He was delighted that his dad
had taken to smartphones easily and had now mastered WhatsApp and
Facebook.
It had been a few weeks since he began the 99 Day Diversity Challenge
It had been an experience like no other. He had gone through the

of the pages provided interesting insights and Bharat wondered who
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Diversity Challenge’ had yielded nothing. Not wanting to engage
Advaita in another conversation about the antecedents of the book,
Bharat quelled his curiosity and continued reading the tome. Much to
Evita’s surprise, he had even brought it with him to the beach house.

was Bharat’s retreat, his haven, the place where he travelled to for peace,
discussions, and today, he was looking forward to the conversation. His
mentor, Paramita Acharya, was driving down.
Paramita was Bharat’s predecessor at AcceLever. It had been a short
stint, but in the brief time that Bharat had known her, Paramita, a
small-made pleasant lady who reminded you of your favourite
aunt, seemed more like a coach than a CEO. While Bharat had been a
career AcceLeverite, having joined as an MT and working his way over
25 years to a senior management position, Paramita had been a rank
and was even considered a maverick. Her three previous stints had
been hugely successful but each had ended with a buy-out or a public
issue. Paramita was a makeover artist and seemed to have been brought
in by the board as part of a compromise to infuse fresh blood into
AcceLever.
Initially Bharat had resented Paramita as did most of the tenured team
at AcceLever. Paramita was alien to the culture, the way things worked at

listened more than she spoke seemed in contrast to the AcceLever old
boys club, where the guys in charge did all the talking. It appeared as
though Paramita would always be the outsider, the unfamiliar X factor,
and everyone waited to see if her methods would fail.
Over time, Bharat learnt to trust her. He accepted that the older woman’s
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more suited to a social enterprise, but the results they gave ensured that
the board felt vindicated in their choice. Which was why it came as a
complete surprise to Bharat when Paramita shared with him that just
‘I am recommending your candidature to the board, Bharat. I would
like them to name you the CEO,’ she had said to Bharat’s great delight.
As a fast-tracker and a career-primary professional, Bharat knew he
would become CEO one day, if not of AcceLever but certainly of some
but also realized that he would need Paramita’s guidance and mentoring.
‘I will accept the position, but only on one condition, Paramita,’ Bharat
had said. ‘I want you to be my mentor.’
Paramita happily agreed. Once the board accepted Paramita’s decision
and named Bharat the CEO-in-waiting, the duo swung into action.
Paramita spent two hours each day for the next two months, guiding
and counselling Bharat. In those 60 days, Bharat learnt more about
managing people than he had in his entire career. He also realized that
keen observer of human behaviour.
friends. ‘If there’s one person I would like to talk to about inclusion, it is
Paramita,’ thought Bharat as her car pulled into the driveway.
Paramita and her husband Shekar stepped out of the car, their faces
wreathed in smiles. Each time Bharat looked at the couple, he could not
bearded bespectacled visage with a prominent nose, was reminiscent of
a young Tagore. His lean 6-foot frame in a pair of jeans and a loose-

dynamo of energy and enthusiasm. One could never imagine her being
retired.
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‘Ah, the beard is even more luxurious than I remember!’ laughed Bharat
as he shook hands warmly with Shekar and gave Paramita a tight hug.
‘Bharat, how have you been? How’s Evita? How are the kids?’ Paramita
morning. Mangoes from the farm.’
Bharat opened the bag and breathed in deeply the fragrance of ripe
Alphonso. ‘Hmm, divine.’
‘Great to see that the farm is shaping up well. How are you and Shekar
enjoying the farm life?’
‘It’s a labour of love. And as all good work, as you sow, so you reap,’
drawled Shekar, as enigmatic as ever.
‘Well, Shekar’s current obsession is with the betel vine at home. He
is trying his best to get it to grow exactly the way he wants!’ laughed
Paramita.
‘All I am doing is giving it a few gentle nudges to change direction. It is
trying to latch on to the tree jasmine, I want it to be independent!’

know which is more demanding!’ said Paramita.
laughter, the catching up and the hot dinner served by Evita, the talk
turned to Bharat’s work.
verandah with bowls of freshly churned home-made ice creams. ‘I am

Challenge!’
As soon as he had shared this, Bharat noticed the couple promptly
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he had expected from Paramita. He thought she would ask, ‘What is
the 99 Day Diversity Challenge??’ Instead she was asking about how
he found it! Did she know about the book? But how could she? Was it
not strange to them? Had they too read it before? But it did not seem
like a published book.
articulate. ‘But, but… how do you know about the book, Paramita?’
‘Because I wrote it,’ said Paramita simply.

our niece. You have met her a couple of times at my house parties….’
As Bharat looked even more astounded, Paramita continued. ‘Bharat,
I always felt that AcceLever was at a huge disadvantage when it came to
because even at the very top, the culture was very non-inclusive.’
‘But, how did Advaita…’ before Bharat could complete, Shekar piped in
with a broad smile. ‘Advaita is my sister’s daughter, Bharat. Didn’t you
recognize our prominent family heirloom?’ laughed Shekar, pointing
to his own nose. With a start, Bharat realized what he had found familiar
about Advaita. She was a female version of Shekar!
MBA and got campus placed last year at AcceLever. Even we did not
through and mentioned that she had met you that the idea was born in
Paramita’s mind!’
‘I had been wanting to speak to you about inculcating a culture of
inclusion at AcceLever, Bharat,’ said Paramita, this time her voice
serious with intent.
‘Inclusion is something that has to begin at the very top. It is not a
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lighthouses cast the longest shadows. Leaders create cultures. A culture

the organizational DNA. And you need to approach it in your usual
Advaita worked really hard on the report before sending it to you!’

my thoughts on the subject. I urged Advaita to give it to you and if you
‘Oh and over the last one month, she has been dying to call you and ask
you how you found the book!’ said Shekar, again with a huge laugh,
while Paramita quickly added, ‘It was a surprise and delight that you
called us for dinner today! I was wondering if you would at all bring up
the topic of the 99 Day Diversity Challenge and even if you did, whether
you liked it….’

and behaviour. I have just completed about a third of it and already
and ask me to read it? Why the whole cloak-and-daggers thing with
Advaita giving me the report and all??’
‘Because I did not want you to do it just because I said so,’ said Paramita
staring into her ice cream bowl for a second before looking up and
facing Bharat squarely. ‘I wanted you to see the importance of it, the
necessity of it. I wanted you to buy the “business case”. Which is why
I asked Advaita to prepare the document. I asked her to minute
the meetings that she sat in, collect information that was publicly
available on the sales results and the contributions made by individuals.
I wanted her to build a strong and powerful argument. And then, I
asked her to write to you. And knowing the kind of thorough guy that
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you are, who is a logical and systematic thinker, I knew that you would
take the bait!’
Bharat smiled at how well his mentor had predicted his own behaviour.
‘Have you shared the 99 Day Diversity Challenge with anyone else,
Paramita?’
read it, but also make sure that you live the values, Bharat. You were a

continued. ‘Not just with your team but also among your peers, your

Diversity Challenge.’
emotionally.

quickly from her chair and pacing around the room. ‘Having worked
wield. When you decide to adopt inclusion as a behaviour, you impact
observed, it is discussed. You are the subject of much thought. Which
is why I wanted to start with you. I want inclusion to be a leadership
competency. I want it to be your signature trait. And knowing the kind
of leader you are, you will ensure that your team follows your example.
Because…’ and this time, Bharat joined in ‘the tallest lighthouses cast
the longest shadows….’
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What is The 99 Day Diversity Challenge?
•

A never-before account of the nascent experiences of implementing the culture
of D&I at the Indian workplace

•

A precise explanation on the different strands of diversity, how to leverage each
strand and the future of the D&I thoughts

•

A customisable framework to set organizational inclusion goals, design a
methodology to accomplish them and track your progress

•

Ready-to-use tools put in the most interesting and gripping way, this book
will unlock the diverse human potential at your workplace

•

With a lexicon, word puzzles, crosswords, engaging D&I games, this book
all set to enrich the reader with an all new experience for those set to begin
their own D&I journey.

Learn more. Visit us at:

www.99daydiversitychallenge.com
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